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Divisibility properties of recurring sequences

by

Miklós Ajtai

Let vo = 0, VI = 0, ..’, vn-2 = 0, ün-1 = 1, vn ... be a sequence
of rational integers, which satisfies the recursion

where al , a2 , ’ ’ ’, an are rational integers and n &#x3E; 2.
If in the sequence there exist n -1 consecutive elements with

positive indices divisible by p, then let j(p) be the smallest

positive integer such that Vj( p) ~ v,(,,) +1 ~ ... ~ Vj(p)+n-2 == 0

mod p.
H. J. A. Duparc proved in [1], that if the characteristic poly-

nomial of the sequence

mod p is irreducible then j(p) exists and

and he considered sequences with reducible characteristic poly-
nomial, and he proved that every sequence which satisfies the
recursion, is periodic mod p, in the following sense: there exists
a rational integer c such that um+j( p) == CU. mod p m = 0, 1, 2, ...,
where uo, Ul U2’ ... is the sequence.
The assertions of theorem 2 and 3 are well-known results about

the Fibonacci numbers to be found in [1].

THEOREM 1. Let K be a finite field with pn elements (where
p is a prime number and n is a positive integer) whose prime
field is P. Let f (x ) be an irreducible polynomial of P[x] of
degree n. If xo E K and f (xo ) = 0, then there exists a smallest
positive integer i such that xô E P, and if

then
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if and only if ( -1 )n f (o ) is k-th power in P.

PROOF. Let K* = K-(0) and P* = P - {0}. P* is a normal

subgroup of K* since K* is commutative. Let q = (pn -l ) / (p -l ).
The order of Ki o (K*) = pn - 1 and that of P; ; o (P*) = p20131
then o(K*/P*) = q.

Let à be the coset modulo P* containing "a" where a E K*.
For every a E K*, ilq = P*, since o(K*IP*) == q.

Suppose a E K* and let N(a) == aq. Obviously, N(a ) E P* and
N(ab ) = N(a)N(b ) if a, b E K*.

Let for aEK*N(a) be k-th power in P, where kl(q,p-l).

Therefore (q, p-l) == (n, p-1), consequently kln.
Let b E d. Since a and b are in the same coset, there exists an

element c of P* such that b = ca.

since cv = c. kln, hence cn is k-th power in p, thus also

cnN(a) - N(b) is also k-th power.
By this we proved the following:

(1) if kl(q; p-l), then N(b) is k-th power in p either for every b
in a coset â of P* or for none of the elements b of â.

Since K* is a cyclic group, there exists an element g of K*,
such that {g} = K*, that is the elements 1, g, g2, ..., gpn-2 are
different. Thus the elements

are also different, consequently {N(g)} == P*. Hence every c E P*
can be written in the form c = (N(g))m, where m is uniquely
determined mod p-l. klp-l implies that c is k-th power in

P if and only if there exists an integer mi such that m = kml
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(mod p-1). Obviously, (g) = (K*IP*) and it follows from ( 1 )
that for any a E gm, N(a) is k-th power in P if and only if

N(gm) = (N(g)) m is also k-th power in P, that is m o kml (mod
p-1).

k[ (q, p - i ), thus there are exactly q/k numbers in the sequence
1, 2, ’ ’ ’, q which can be m such that the above congruence with

appropriate ml is satisfied. Thus P* has exactly q/k cosets in which
N(a) is k-th power in P for every element "a", while the other
cosets of P* have no elements with this property.

Let H be the set of the former type cosets, then P* E H,
since 1 E P* and N (1) = 1 is k-th power in P, thus H is non-vacuos.

If m’ == m’k and m" - m’ k (mod p -l), then

(mod p-l) and so H is closed relative to multiplication. These
two properties imply that H is a subgroup of (K*IP*) and that
o(H) = q/k.

f(x) is irreducible in P(x), f(xo) = 0, thus xo, xo xo
are different roots of f(x) which has no other roots, hence

(-l)nf(O) xg 0 = N(x.). Thus, if (-l)nf(O) is k-th power in P,
then this holds also for N(xo) and consequently xo E H. Obviously
i == o(xo)lo{H) = (l/k)q, and thus we proved the first part
of the second assertion of the theorem.

Suppose il (l/k )q, that is o(x,)I(Ilk)q. Since xo can be written
in the form xo = gm, then

consequently (mfk)q == 0 (mod q ) and so mlk is an integer that is,
k 1 m, hence Xo EH, therefore N(0153o) == ( -I)nf(o) is k-th power
in P, thus we proved the theorem.
Let uo, Ul, U2’ ... be the Fibonacci sequence, that is uo = 0,

Ut = 1, and u,,+, =: u.+u.-j (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). If there exists
in the Fibonacci sequence any element different from uo and
divisible by p, let j(p) be the smallest positive integer such that
P)"; p&#x3E; .

THEOREM 2. Let p be a prime and p == 3 or -3 (mod 5), then
there exists in the Fibonacci sequence an element different from

uo and divisible by p and

if p == 1 (mod 4), then j(p)1 !(p+ l)
ifp=2013l (mod 4), then j(p) Ip + 1 but j(p)f !(p+1)
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PROOF. Let K1) be the field of the residue classes mod p, where

p is an odd prime, and let R be the set of the matrices b a + b( a+b)
where a, b E K 1). R is a ring relative to the matrice operations,
since if a, b, c, d E K p

R is commutative, since its elements are symmetrical matrices
and if the product of two symmetrical matrices is also symmetrical,
then the two matrices are permutable.
I = (10) e R, consequently R is a commutative ring with a

unit element. Let A == (" 1). Obviously A E R.
Let Ùl ûl, Ü2’ ... be the residue classes mod p which contain

the numbers uo, ul, U2’ .... First we prove that

For s = 0 the assertion is obvious. Suppose that

then

thus the assertion is true.

If plus’ that is Us = 0, then us+l - Us+Us-l == us-l’ hence
A s = uS-l l, and conversely, if there exists any c E K p such that
As = cI, then Us = 0, that is plus.

(2) Thus plus if and only if there exists a c E K p such that
A = cI, hence if y(p) exists it is the smallest positive integer
satisfies the equation A 1(p) = cI with appropriately chosen
c E K p’ and if there exists a positive integer t with d c- K,,
such that A == dI, then j(p) exists.
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Let B = (g b+t) e R. If iBi - d =1= 0, then B-1 exists and(b a

Thus if B E R, then B-1 E R exists if and only if IBI =1= 0. Now
let p « + 3 mod 5 and let B E R, with [B) = 0.

if b =1= 0; (ab-1)2+ab-1-1 = 0, that is (2ab-l )2+4ab-l+1 = 5,
hence (2ab-1+1 )2 == 5 and it is in contradiction with p - +3
mod 5. Consequently, b = o and also a = 0. Thus B = 0 if and
only if IBI =0 and R is therefore a field. R has p2 elements since
the elements a and b of the matrice a b can be chosen in p2
different ways. 

(b a+b)
- 01532-0153-1 is the characteristic polynomial of A, hence

f(A ) 0. f(0153) is irreducible in K[aeJ, since its discriminant 5 and
(5jp) = -1. Thus the theorem 1 can be applied to the cases
K == R, A = xo, k = 1, 2. The prime field of R is the set of matrices
cI, c E K p , hence it follows that if i is the smallest positive integer
such that A i = cI with appropriately chosen c E K p th en il-!(p+1)
if and only if

while j/p+1 in every case, which by (2) proves the theorem.

THEOREM 3. Let p be prime and p = 1 or -1 mod 5. Then
there exists in the Fibonacci sequence an element different from

uo and divisible by p and

if p - 1 mod 4, then j(p)ll(p-1)
if p -1 mod 4, th en j(p) t l(p-l) but y(p)!p2013l
PROOF. (5/p) = 1, hence there exists a h E Kp such that h2 = 5.

g = (I+h)2-1 is a root of the polynomial 01532-0153-l, therefore

G :+1) = 0. g2 - g -1 = 0, thus g2+1 = g+2. For g+2 = 0 it

would follow that g = - 2, that is 5 = 0 which is impossible
and therefore g -E- 2 = g2+1 :A 0.
Let
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Obviously C, D E R and since g2 -g- 1 == 0, C j [ - 0 and IDI [ - 0
and

C+D = I, that is C2+ CD = C, C 2 = C and similarly D2 = D.
Suppose B E R and

Then (CI-C2)C2 = (Cl-C2)C = 0, C =1= 0 So Cl-C2 = 0, hence

CI = C2 and dl = d2. Thus the elements cC+dD are different if
c and d run over the elements of K p independently of each other.
Hence we get p2 different elements and since R has p2 elements,
each element of R is uniquely written in the form cC+dD, where
c,dEKp.

If Bi = CI C +d1 D and B2 = C2C+d2D, then it follows from

DC == 0, C2 = C, D 2 = D that

(4) BIB2 == CIC2C+d1d2D and BI+B2 == (CI+C2)C+(dl+d2)D

(that is R is the direct sum of the ideals generated by C and D).

Let (0 ’) = A = c’C+d’D. "A " is a root of the polynomial
f(0153) = X2-X-I, hence because of (4) c’ and d’ are also roots of
f(x). c’ -#- d’, since A -#- bI if b E Kp, thus, c’ and d’ are two

different roots of f (x ) and therefore c’ d’ - -1.

(5) Let s be the smallest positive integer such that there exists
a v E K p which satisfies the equation AS = vI. Such s is

sure to exist, since A v-1 = cP-1 C"-1 +d"-lD"-1 = C+D == I.
Obviously, if A = vI with v E K p , then slt.

Suppose (-llp) = 1. Since c’ d’ - -1, (c’!p) - (d’!p), so

or

thus by (5) sl!(p-l) and this is by (2) the first assertion of the
theorem.

Suppose (-1/p) = -1. AP-l = cp-1 C-f-dp-1 D = C+D = I,
thus by (5) and (2) j(p)lp-1.

cd == -1, thus (c’ /p) - (d’/p ) and because of uniqueness
A(P-1)/2 ::= C(P-l)/2C+d(P-l)/2D == :f:C=fD ==1= vC+vD == vI

for any v E K p , thus by (5) S f l(p-l) and by (2) i (p) l(p-l)
which is the second assertion of the theorem.
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THEOREM 4. Let

be a sequence of integers which satisfies the recursion

where al’ a2’ ..., an are integers and n &#x3E; 2. If the characteristic
polynomial of the sequence

irreducible where p is prime, then in the sequence there exist
n -1 consecutive elements with positive indices which are divisi-
ble by p, and if j(p ) is the smallest positive integer such that

then for

if and only if (-I)n+l a. is k-th power mod p.

PROOF. Let

where àl a2’ ..., an are the residue classes mod p which contain
the numbers a,, a2’ ..., an .

Let K be the set of matrices g(A), where g EKp[0153J. The char-
acteristic polynomial of A is 0153n-al 0153n-l- ... -an = f(x). f(x) is
irreducible in Kp[0153J and since f(A) = 0, gl (A ) = g2(A) if and
only if gi(x) = g2(x) (mod f(x», hence K is a finite field with
pn elements.

Let

where vo, 1 1511 V2’ ... are the residue classes mod p which contain
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the numbers UO VI’ V2’ ... and prove that:

(6) if B, C E K, then B = C if and only if Ba = Ca.

With immediate calculation we have

The vectors

are obviously linearly independent over K, since the determinant
constructed these vectors is -1 :A 0. Thus every n dimensional
vectors over K p can be written in the form

where Ci E K’P.
There exist over K’P exactly pn n-dimensional vectors, K has

pn elements and z)z§ CjAi E K, thus if B, C E K, then B =1= C

implies Ba =1= Ca, and (6) is true.
Since (7)

The prime field P of K is the set of matrices cI, c E K p . If A s E P
obviously

and conversely, if,

then by (6) AS = vs+n-II E P. Consequently if i is the smallest
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positive integer such that A’ E P, then j = j(p). (Such j is sure
to exist since Apn-l == I E P. )
By applying the first theorem to the case of xo = A we get the

assertion of theorem 4.
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